Ruedi Burger was employed by R + R Burger und Partner AG ever since the establishment of the company until January 31, 2018. As Chairman of the Board of Directors from 1996 to 2012, he founded R + R Burger and Partner AG together with Mario Furrer, Jost Lüking and the employees of the first hour. He was passionate about large infrastructure projects. In many projects, he helped assessing the feasibility, managed planning processes and supported clients and investors in mastering the approval hurdles on the way to realization of the projects. Over the years, Ruedi Burger has introduced many employees to large infrastructure projects and helped them build up personal experience and management knowledge.

The collaboration between engineers and economists was important to him, and he had great respect for the achievements of his colleagues. It filled him with pride that the competencies of R + R were sought after both at home as well as abroad.

We look back on twenty-five eventful years. Together with Ruedi we mastered challenges, celebrated successes and also put away the occasional failure. We are grateful for his enthusiasm, sincerity, foresight, persistence and many witty and joyful moments.